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Abstract
This research work presents a study on detection of nonlinearities in structural components and
assemblies. The detection and location of nonlinearities should be considered an important step during the
design stage when models need to be calibrated or updated. The correct validation of a Finite Element
model enables reliable predictions of vibration responses. The validation process is nevertheless
challenged for a number of reasons; one can be the presence of nonlinearities. There are many types of
nonlinearities but the one looked at in here regards the discrete ones, where the localization is important in
order to correctly perform the model validation. This research work will focus on how to locate sources of
nonlinearities from an aero-engine casing equipped with mock-ups of pipe. The major objective of the
paper is to present the Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer as useful measurement tool for locating sparse
nonlinearities. The work aims to demonstrate how it should be possible to develop an indicator for
detecting sources of nonlinearity from experiments. Eventually, this pilot study will lead to the
development of a new metric for nonlinear modal testing based on scanning laser.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, we can say that nonlinearities are considered the bottle necks of robust and reliable model
validation processes. These enable models, specifically Finite Element ones, to predict responses with
adequate accuracy. Generally, nonlinearities can be sparse, difficult to detect and locate in engineering
structures and accurate dynamic identification can be difficult if testing does not address them rightly.
Laser vibrometry is a technology which can enable cost effective, smart testing for the experimental model
validation. This pilot study aims to provide a tool for identifying the source of nonlinearities which can
help to address and correct the model updating procedure.
Conventionally, the measurement technology adopted for measuring vibrations is based on the use of
accelerometers. This is thanks to the reliability of the sensor for tests which might be used for verification
and validation processes, where high data quality is required. SLDV technology is found in a validation
context when high density measurements must be correlated with high resolution mode shapes obtained
from FE analysis. Castellini et al [1] present several applications of the Scanning LDV technology in
engineering. The Scanning LDV system is build with a set of X-Y scanning mirrors which allow the laser
beam being addressed anywhere onto a vibrating surface. A single scanning laser measures vibration
along the direction of the laser beam and the vibration pattern is represented as an out of plane vibration
pattern. Recently, the adoption of three scanning laser heads has improved accuracy by measuring both
out of- and in-plane vibrations. This state of the art technology was used by Macknelly [2] where a 3D
SLDV system was used for capturing high resolution mode shapes, at the level obtained from high fidelity
FE models. Despite its capacity of high density measurement, the laser vibrometry is still not used for
detection of nonlinearities. The literature available on the laser vibrometry technology is mainly focussed
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on its (i) contactless feature and (ii) velocity LDV output signal. Some references were found for
applications such as cantilever beam studies and joint nonlinearity ([3–5]).
The SLDV technology is still not exploited for the detection and localization of nonlinearities, which are
important in order to carry out efficient FE model updating. The nonlinear identification, which is a
subsequent step to its localization, is addressed by well known authors in the nonlinear dynamics scientific
community. Worden and Tomlinson [6] discuss thoroughly the detection, identification and modelling of
nonlinearities. Wagg and Neild in [7] present examples of nonlinear dynamics in continuous systems such
as cables and plates, and ways of controlling nonlinear vibrations. Wagg and Virgin in [8] present method
for exploiting nonlinear behaviour in structures. However, the problem of localizing the nonlinearities is
still not addressed by these authors.
A research area which offered some interesting insights on the issue of localizing as well as indentifying
nonlinearities was found in papers presenting testing of large structures, such as aircrafts or satellites. In
such a context, structures are often modelled by FE using thousands, if not more, degrees of freedom
(DOFs) and the importance of localizing the sources responsible for nonlinear vibration must be of
primary concern. From this perspective, the most relevant works were observed from Goege in [9], where
issues of dealing with nonlinear vibrations within aerospace structures are discussed. There are other
examples of testing of large scale structures carried out by Kerchen and Noel, presented in [10] and [11].
One structure was an airframe of the Morane–Saulnier Paris aircraft and the other a space craft structure,
“SmallSat”. In all these cases sources of nonlinearity were either visible or predictable at the outset.
Concluding, it can be argued that the localization of nonlinearities is still based on an engineering best
practice. Any nonlinear identification can be certainly executed but in many cases this practice is not part
of a strategic plan for carrying out model validation. There is a clear gap in the test planning for nonlinear
detection and localization of nonlinearities when these are sparse, uneasy to locate and difficult to excite.
The sole best practice can be no longer accepted but such a conduct must be framed inside a new metric.
The proposed measurement technology aims to combine by SLDV measurements spatial as well as
temporal data to conduct a rapid localization of nonlinearities.

1.1

Non-Linear Modal Testing (NLMT) background

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in the study of nonlinear phenomena in the field of
structural dynamics. Many approaches have been developed to obtain greater insight into the complex
dynamics of nonlinear systems, but one can categorise them into two main branches: modal space
approaches and physical space approaches. The methods that exploit the modal space are usually founded
on the concept that a system can still be decomposed into its modal components, although renouncing to
all that properties that made this approach appealing in the first place like superposition and homogeneity,
and the arise of issues like modal coupling and interactions. On the other hand, the methods that exploit
the physical space of a system have the clear advantages to retain all the information about the physical
locations of the nonlinear elements and to describe such elements with mathematical laws that could be
implemented in lumped parameters models or FEM, but they often lead to extensive computational time
and the need for a thorough way to validate their estimations.
Among other advantages, the physical space approach has the capability to deal with nonlinearities in a
modular fashion, not seeking for a jack-of-all-trades monolithic algorithm but relying on a toolbox of
different methods, each of which capable of answering to one or more of the four main questions about the
nonlinear elements (see Figure 1, [12]):





Is there nonlinear behaviour? (Detection)
What kind of nonlinearity? (Characterisation)
Where are the nonlinear elements located? (Localisation)
How strong are these nonlinearities? (Quantification)
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Figure 1: A breakdown of Non Linear Modal Testing
It is clear from Figure 1 that there are three major phases and several steps leading to the validation of a
FE model. This paper is focussed on Task-6, which concerns about the location of the source(s) of
nonlinearity. The Reverse Path Method (RPM), as described in [12], is a valid experimental method for
locating nonlinearities. One of the major shortfalls regards the use of random excitation and the need of
instrument a test object with several accelerometers. The random excitation might not be able to activate
nonlinearities and an incorrect test plan might not detect and locate the source of nonlinearity. Instead, the
Scanning LDV measurement system can integrate the RPM by identifying the most likely region
presenting any source of nonlinearity. The pilot study is focussed on a large aero-engine casing assembly
with mock-ups of pipe installed on it. The joints connecting the pipes to the assembly are expected to
present sources of nonlinearities.

2

Response Phase mapping

The SLDV measurement method can work in two modes such as baseband (or zoom FFT) and FAST scan
for Operational Deflection Shape (ODS) measurements. The latter is performed by exciting a single
excitation frequency while the laser beam scans the measurement grid. Ultimately, a deflection shape of
the scanned area can be visualized. Generally, in structural dynamics, amplitude ODS plot are more used
than the phase ODS plot since the amplitude relates strain to vibration loadings. This paper will show that
the information hidden in the phase plot can be of extreme importance and can be used for the location of
nonlinearities.
A short background will be given so as to explain the origin of this approach. Recently, a research was
published in [13], focussed on the measurement of damage initiation in composite components under
vibration fatigue testing. The major novelty is the constant monitoring of the response phase during the
endurance testing. This approach is executed by exciting the target resonant mode keeping both the
excitation frequency and response displacement constant. This approach facilitated the observation of a
critical event on the response phase trace. The critical event is a sudden change in the response phase
caused by a change of stiffness distribution in the component under fatigue. An example of this
phenomenon is presented in Figure 2 (i), whereas in Figure 2 (ii) the sensitivity of response phase and
frequency for given stiffness change. It is clear that the response phase is more sensitive to changes than
the frequency. This is because in dynamic systems the phase curve at resonance is steep and, therefore,
any small stiffness change can be immediately appreciated (see Figure 2ii). Damping will make the phase
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curve more or less shallow and sensitivity will depend upon this parameter. Changes of stiffness
distributions caused by damage can be observed by measurements of response phase over time.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 2: Critical event seen in response phase plot (i) and sensitivity of response phase and frequency for
given stiffness changes (ii)
The same principle can be applied to nonlinear systems the stiffness of which depends on the level of
response amplitude and this dependency can be observed by changes of its response phase. This testing
approach avoids the lengthy measurements of response functions but aims at exciting the system by single
harmonic. The response phase of any resonance is mapped against a number of excitation forces. A
response mode will show some change in its response phase depending on how close the source of
nonlinearity. It is still not possible to carefully locate the source of nonlinearity but test planning can be
based on this simple but cost efficient approach. As matter of example, a 3 Degrees Of Freedom (3-DOFs)
system is used to explain this method. Assume that a source of nonlinearity (in this case cubic stiffness
nonlinearity) is set up at three different locations, as shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6. The
excitation force is provided at the first DOF (m1) and the response is measured from the same DOF. Figure
3 shows the mode shapes for the 3DOF system.
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Figure 3: Mode shapes
Figure 4(a) shows the case with the source of nonlinearity between ground and DOF-1. This is the simpler
case to analysis in terms of location. In fact, mode-1 will have all 3 DOFs moving in the same direction.
Figure 4(b) shows that a sensor will pick up a significant phase shift for mode one but very small for the
other two modes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: 3-DOFs system for nonlinearity between ground-m1 in (a) and response phase in (b)
Figure 5(c) shows that the source of nonlinearity is set up between DOF-1 and DOF-2. Figure 5(d) shows
the response phase measured by the sensor at location DOF-1. Here, the plot is less clear than the one
before despite the mode-2 shows more phase shift than the other two curves.

KNL

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: 3-DOFs system for nonlinearity between m1 and m2 in (c) and response phase in (d)
Finally, in Figure 6(e) the nonlinearity is inserted between DOF-2 and DOF-3. Figure 6(f) shows that
mode-2 is more sensitive than the other for the chosen configuration of nonlinearity.

KNL

(e)

(f)

Figure 6: 3-DOFs system for nonlinearity between m2 and m3 in (e) and response phase in (f)
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It is clear from the numerical case presented here that by exciting frequencies of the three resonances and
by increasing the excitation force, the response phase shows a shift depending on where the nonlinearity is
setup. It does not clarify where the nonlinearity is located, but for the case where it is grounded. However,
the testing method is very trivial and based on pure sinusoidal forcing rather than other type of signals
such as a random. Based on this assumption, the authors decided to explore the possibility of using the
SLDV measurement system and its capacity of measuring ODS from large areas. The major objective was
to verify that ODS phase mapping could be used for building an indicator for locating sources of
nonlinearity.

2.1

Test setup

An aero engine casing was available in the laboratory, as shown in Figure 7, and therefore used for
attempting the method proposed in the previous section. The type of structure aligns with the objective to
develop a new method for detecting nonlinearities in order to inform modellers on where and how to
model these. The large size of the structure well suited the use of the SLDV measurement system. The test
structure was made of three casings assembled together by joints. The casing assembly, as it is shown,
does not present relevant sources of nonlinearity apart for a response mode which combines both axial and
radial motion thus exercising the joints into nonlinear behaviour. Further details can be found in [14]. The
casing was equipped with mock-ups of pipe in order to reproduce some sort of engine dressing as would
be seen in operation.

Figure 7: Experimental setup
In Figure 8 (a, b, c) it is possible to see how the mock-ups were installed on the casing. Brackets were
designed to match one of the holes available on the casings. The brackets were made of aluminium and
bolts and fitting were used to lock the brackets in position. The copper pipes were bent according to the
profile of the casing assembly, so they were not straight from one point to another. Clearly, real dressing is
different from the one proposed in this experimental attempt but the principle was preserved. These three
different configurations were planned in order to affect differently the modes within the frequency range
seen in Figure 9. A full modal test was carried out on the bare assembly casing and with the horizontal
pipe attached, as shown in Figure 8a. The modal test was performed by using sine chirp signal and a
roving accelerometer, since the excitation source was provided by a shaker attached on the side of the
casing. The correlation between the mode shapes with and without mockup is showed in Figure 10. Figure
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11 shows the measured grid designed by the SLDV system for all three configurations. The type of
measurement selected was FAST scan method. An area scan could be produced but instead a simpler line
scan pattern was used. This would allow for the easier interpretation of the ODS data, as single lines could
be analysed. The ODSs were measured at constant frequency and multiple levels of excitation forces,
denoted in the legends by the voltage (V) level used to generate the sinewave. Many ODSs were measured
for all three configurations but only few are reported in this paper. The ODS phase processing was simply
done by using Polytec software, which allowed to export text files containing the X-Y coordinates of the
points and their response phase.

Figure 8: Assembly with pipe mock-ups in three different configurations. Horizontal in (a), diagonal in (b)
and vertical in (c), respectively.

Figure 9: FRFs of the assembly with horizontal pipe installed (red) and without pipe (black)
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Figure 10: MAC between experimental mode with and without pipe installed.

Figure 11: Measurement grid created by the SLDV system
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Experimental testing

Many ODSs were taken during the test campaign but only a small selection is presented in here. The
interpretation of the data results was very difficult. In fact, several factors had to be considered at once
such as the type of mode shape, the position of the scanned lines with respect of the mode shape, the
geometrical position of the mockup with respect to the mode shape excited and, also, if nodal lines were or
not crossing the position of the mockup. The ODS phase lines showed different trends in terms of shifting;
the simplest to interpret are lines which spread along the vertical axis. So, the more nonlinear the system
the more the ODS phase lines tended to move away from the one measured at low level of vibration. The
first example reported is for mode at 187.5 Hz with mockup installed vertically (configuration in Figure
8c). Figure 12 shows the undeformed shape in blue and in magenta the pipe sketched on top of the mesh
grid or measurement points. The deformed shape is also showed on the same Figure 12; the real ODS
proved to be very difficult to visualize and so a sketched pipe mimics its behaviour as opposed to the
casing motion. This scenario seems to suggest that the bracket joining the pipe to the casing would be
exercised and thus activating some sort of nonlinear contact conditions at the clamping brackets. Figure 13
shows the results of multiple ODS response phase plots captured for 5 levels of excitation forces. It is
denoted lines and pipe so as to distinguish the scanned lines. The quality of the LDV output signal was not
always good and, despite some surface treatment, some ODS are not as clean as wished. Nevertheless, it is
immediately clear that the FAST scan ODS measurement, using single excitation frequency a multiple
forcing levels, gives an idea about the source of nonlinearity given by the jointed structures. The ODS
phase for the lines 1 to 5 and the pipe one shift away from the lowest level of vibration; when the
nonlinearity is assume not active. Furthermore, by looking at the individual plots in the same figure one
can notice that the phase shift for the ODS of the pipe is slightly larger than for the other scanned lines.

Figure 12: Mode at 187.5Hz with pipe sketched both for undeformed and deformed shape
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Figure 13: ODS phase plots of the measured lines and pipe
Far more interesting are the data presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15 for the pair orthogonal modes at
200Hz and 203Hz, respectively. Figure 14a shows the deformed shape at 200Hz and the black dot
indicates the position of the horizontal pipe, as shown in configuration (a) of Figure 8. The pipe position is
between a node and anti-node. This suggests that the joints are exercised as being twisted during the
motion. By looking at the Figure 14b the ODS phase of the scanned line 2 and pipe show very clearly a
phase shift. This becomes more interesting when the mode at 203Hz is excited, as shown in Figure 15a.
For that one the pipe, depicted by a black dot, is at the anti-node and the motion of the casing moves the
pipe up and down without forcing the brackets excessively. Figure 15b shows the ODS phase plots for the
same scanned line 2 and pipe. This time the effect of the mode shape motion on the joints does not seem to
induce any nonlinearity and the ODS phase lines overlay on top of each other rather well.

Figure 14: Mode shape at 200Hz and ODS phase plot in (a) and (b), respectively. Horizontal
configuration.
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Figure 15: Mode shape at 203Hz and ODS phase plot in (a) and (b), respectively. Horizontal
configuration.
The last example presented in this section is for the mockup in configuration (c) from Figure 8; that is the
pipe in diagonal position. This is also an interesting case to discuss, where Figure 16 and Figure 17 shows
the same mode pair at 200Hz and 203Hz, respectively. For the mode shape at 200Hz in Figure 16a the
brackets holding pipe in such a position do not seem to cause any source of nonlinearity. This is confirmed
by the ODS phase plots presented in Figure 16b. All ODS phase lines overlay on top of each other.
Opposed to this case the mode shape at 203Hz, in Figure 17a, seems to force the joints more than
previously. However, it is now interesting to note that ODS phase lines in Figure 17b overlay well for the
scanned line 3 but they shift for the scanned line on the pipe. This phase behaviour is not as obvious as the
previous cases but it highlight how the phase can be sensitive to source of nonlinearities.

Figure 16: Mode shape at 200Hz and ODS phase plot in (a) and (b), respectively. Diagonal configuration

Figure 17: Mode shape at 203Hz and ODS phase plot in (a) and (b), respectively. Diagonal configuration.
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As said earlier, the results presented in this section are the simplest to observe and interpret. It is clear that
SLDV measurement system provides an extremely useful contribution to this type of nonlinear testing.
The combination of spatial and well as temporal information proved to be very effective in detecting
sources of nonlinearities. It is still too early to master the complexity of this information but it is evident
that this direction can be explored further. This novel testing method relies on the use of the response
phase and its changes at different excitation levels. Any SLDV system can be used for this experimental
method. The authors acknowledge that a more sophisticated system, such as the 3D-SLDV, would have
improved the data analysis as well as the visualization.
It is possible to explain some physics on why the response phase provides such useful information.
Assuming a fixed reference against which the response phase is measured the increasing forcing makes
the response of the measured point lagging because either of friction or changes of stiffness distribution.
For linear dynamic system (without any damage occurrence) this will not happen because the relative
phase of the response against a reference never changes. So, based on this simple principle, the highly
spatial-temporal resolution of the SLDV can observe these shifts and help to locate the sources and when
and what mode might or not trigger their activation. The author is also the opinion that more refined
measurements should be then used for accurate localization and identification of the type of nonlinearity.

3

Conclusions and future work

This research work was achieved thanks to the collaboration of my students, who embarked in a
complicated, and beyond the undergraduate level scope, challenge. It is possible to conclude that Scanning
LDV systems are the forefront of innovative and smart testing methods. The Fast scan method for
acquisition of ODS was not novel but the use of the ODS phase instead of the amplitude proved to be very
useful. It was possible to show that keeping the reference fixed, such as the excitation frequency, and
forcing the mechanical system harder and harder helped to discover how the source of nonlinearity can be
activated and detected. The paper does not resolve all the challenges of nonlinear identification and neither
on how this information can be read and understood in all. Nevertheless, it clearly pins down a new
direction that must be explored for the benefit of the nonlinear dynamics as well as the model updating
community. Future works will focus on simpler cases where the vibration motion as well as the
geometrical complexity are reduced to the benefit of more understandable results.
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